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What subjects shall be taught in compulsory

In Northern Europe, handicraft became part

schools? Throughout the History of Education

of the Elementary school curriculum at an early

and all over the world, this question has been

stage. According to Bennet, instruction in man-

put hundreds and hundreds of times. It is usu-

ual arts had its origin in German pedagogy, but

ally also a highly controversial question, and

he continues with saying:

the answer is seldom self-evident. Furthermore,
the answer varies both in time and space, depending on the prevalent national context. In
Curriculum History the introduction of new
school subjects is an especially

interesting

object of study, as one can expect that social,
political, economical factors interplay with the
endeavours of human agents to broaden the

It is equally true that the pedagogical ideas
formulated in Germany were first extensively
applied in the public schools of the Northern
countries - Finland, Sweden, Norway, and
Denmark. Moreover, this movement in Scandinavia was not so much an importation as a
development of earlier custon1S. I)

curriculum. In this paper, we will use Swedish
According to Bennet, the Swedish Home Sloyd

sloyd to illustrate such processes.

tradition (hemslojd) was one of these customs

* Professor, Institution of Education, Umea
University, Sweden

transformed into educational sloyd in the national curriculum of 1878. However, he tells
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nothing about why and how this happened. It is

the right to practice any handicraft or any other

also likely that other conditions must be consid-

business, under the presumptions that they were

ered in order to get a more comprehensive un-

not in debt and had paid their taxes. Thus, no

derstanding of the introduction of sloyd into

master certificate was required any longer. At

S~Nedish

the saIne time, many restrictions for the trading

elementary school. Therefore the fol-

lowing question will be put:

of goods were abolished. 4)

• What economical, social, political, and

These reforms paved the way for the break

ideological conditions promoted the idea

through of industrial capitalism. At the turn of

that sloyd should be taught in Elementary

the

school?

industrialised nation, and the proportion of the

19 th

century,

Sweden

had

become

an

• How does Elementary school sloyd fit into

farming population had decreased. 5) The eco-

the general development of the .education

nomical changes were simultaneous with pro-

system in Sweden?

found changes of politics, culture and, not least,
the social conditions

The transformation of Swedish
society

of

ordinary

people.

Through the Parliamentary reform of 1866
economically hegemonic bourgeois groups got

th

At the beginning of the 19 century, Sweden

access

also

to

the

political

power.

The

was an agriculture: About 80 percent of the

premodern state was transformed into a modern

population lived by farming, and only 10 percent
lived in cities. 2) The farms were largely self-

bourgeois state, which aim it was to promote

subsistent, although the farmers traded some of

The working class expanded, and the labour

the development of capitalistic production. 6)

their products in exchange for salt and tools,

movement was formed. The society was re-

and the urban population depended on a market

garded as an organism, and it ,vas the task of

economy for their living. Furthermore, the

the state to coordinate all parts of the societal

transition of farming from self-subsistence to
capitalism was also set in motion. 3)

body. A new social order must be established,
and the working class must be integrated into

During the second half of the 19 th century the

this order. Educational and social reforms

pace of societal changes accelerated. Communi-

became important state means for attaining
such goals. 7)

cations were improved as rail ways were built
and the telegraph was introduced. The state
administration and the banking system were
modernised.

Problems caused by the large scale
transformation of society

Traditionally, the production of goods had

Due to the rapid transformation of society,

been the monopoly of the masters of various

many new problems emerged which, in one way

craft guilds. The masters also controlled the

or another must be solved. Furthermore, old

recruitment to the guilds through the training of

problems required new solutions; for example,

apprentices. Not only did they issue master

traditional forms for popular education were

certificates, but they also decided how many

regarded as badly adjusted to the changing

new masters should be licensed to practice the

conditions. Some of these problems, more or

craft. The guild system was neither compatible

less closely related to the sloyd issue, will be

with capitalistic principles of competition nor

treated in the following section.

liberal ideas of freedom and individual rights.
Therefore it was heavily criticised by various

How could old traditions be preserved?

bourgeois groups. The laws of 1846 and 1864

The decl ine of the home sloyd tradition

were in accordance with such principles. After

Traditionally, men and women on farms

1864 every Swedish man and woman should have

made most of the products necessary for their
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daily life, like tools, clothes and household

1865-1910. 11)

utensils. This home sloyd (hemslojd) was an
important part of the self subsistence economy.8) Furthermore, son1e of the home made
trad~d,

2 {J (20041flr)

Therefore,

when

contemporary

craftsmen

expressed anxieties about the decline of handicraft, they probably had traditional crafts in

thus also contributing to

mind. They were also critical to the abolition of

the farming family's economy. Many home

the guild system in 1864 and the fact that no

products were

sloyd models and patterns were characteristic of

training \vas required for the establishment and

the local area. The aesthetic value of the prod-

running of a craft enterprise: Unskilled persons

ucts was regarded as relatively high and supe-

making poor products were regarded as a threat

rior to mass made factory products. 9)

to the social status of all craftsmen. 12 )

However, as farming became more of a large
scale capitalistic enterprise, the farming econ-

How to establish a new social order
Those, arguing for the revival of traditional

omy was modelled in accordance with market
principles. The products were exchanged for

craft enterprises and the home sloyd tradition,

money, and thus the farmers were, to a larger

aimed at preserving parts of the past. Ho\vever,

extent than before, able to buy other necessities

other problems concerned the establishment of a

of life. Furthermore, farming became a still

new social order. Old social structures were

more demanding occupation, and there was not

clearly dissolving, and new one must be formed.

much time any longer for home sloyd. lO ) Fur-

In the massive transformation of society, this

thermore, home sloyd products could not com-

problem was manifest in many sectors of soci-

pete on the market with mass made factory

ety. In this section we will briefly treat only a

products, and thus the trading of such products

few of them, connected to the emerging working

was not profitable any more. For such reasons,

class.

the traditional home sloyd was in a state of
decline, and as we will see later on, this was

Social and economic conditions of the working

regarded as a problem which must be solved.

class
Ultimately, the class of industrial workers

The decl ina of handicraft
Handicraft was only a subsidiary industry of

ety. Many workers were the first generation of

farming, but for craftsmen it was the main

their family to move to a city and depend on

was the product of the transformation of soci-

occupation. As such, it was profoundly affected

paid work in a factory instead of farming in

by the transformation of society. Actually,

accordance with

craftsmen were regarded as losers in the compe-

Many workers were low paid, and their housing

tition with industrial capitalists. This is true for

conditions were poor, and the overall aim of the

some craftsmen; for example hand made prod-

early labour movement was to improve the

ucts of the shoe maker and the watchmaker were

workers' living standards.

self-subsistence

principles.

replaced by mass made goods. However, such

However, the integration of the working class

groups of craftsmen did not disappear. Instead

into the society was a concern of several politi-

they became busy with repairing broken prod-

cal groups, and to this end the contours of an

ucts. Black smiths made, mended and served

emerging welfare state were drawn. Education

machine pieces to be used in factories. Other

played a key role in this project.

groups were rather winners than losers in the
new era: the market of baker's and butcher's

The education of industrial workers

products increased as the self-subsistence econ-

Let us to begin \vith quote John Dewey, who

omy declined. As a consequence, the number of

as a philosopher of Education in 1899 gave a

craftsmen was doubled by four in the period

lecture on the relation between education and
155~
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society, a relation which had changed radically

was provided by poor relief institutions already

because of the changing mode of production:

in the 16 th century. During the first four decades
of the 19 th century the number of such institutions

Those of us who are here today need go back

increased, and sloyd schools for workers' chil-

only one, two, or at most three generations, to

dren were also established on private initiatives,

find a time when the household was practically
the center in which were carried on all the

for examples at manors, iron-works and the like

typical forms of industrial occupation. .,. The

the poor relief issue, the idea of sloyd instruc-

I

I

I

.17)

As elementary schooling was associated with

industrial process stood revealed, from the

tion in elementary school was not very far-

production of the raLV material till the finished
article was actually put to use. Not only this,
but practically every member of the household

fetched. In 1840, this idea was also put forward
to the Parliament which later decided that EleInentary schools should be established. How-

had its own share in the work. The children, as

ever, it disappeared among all other urgent

they gained in strength and capacity, were
gradually initiated into the mysteries of the
several processes. 13) (School and Society, P 6-7)

problems which must be solved for elementary
schooling.
In the 1860s the decline of home sloyd became
manifest and, as mentioned above, many people

In other words: the production of necessities

were worried about this tendency.

II

The Friends

and the transmission of knowledge and skills,

of Handicraft", formed in 1874, was organized

needed for work, were integrated activities both

to support home sloyd. Agricultural societies

with regard to time and space. Furthermore, the

and county boards also supported various kinds

production of goods and the" training in habits

of sloyd education. Sloyd instruction was a

of order and of industry, and in the idea of

recurrent issue at national meetings held by

responsibility" 14) were simultaneous processes.

elementary school teachers.

But when the production of necessities moved

Eventually, sloyd was defined as a responsi-

from the household to the factory, these proc-

bility of elementary school. In 1877 the Parlia-

esses were also separated. Formal schooling

ment decided that state subsidies would be

replaced informal education provided by par-

granted to elementary schools for providing

ents and other adult members of the household.

sloyd instruction for boys. As a voluntary sub-

As a consequence, the number of schools for

ject, sloyd also became part of the first national

different purposes increased rapidly, in Sweden

curriculum for elementary school issued in
1878. 18) In 1887 sloyd was introduced into a few

as in many countries,15) and the education of the
working class became a much debated issue.

teacher training colleges for men. In 1896 also

Which qualifications does a manual worker
need? The answer to this question depends on

elementary school sloyd for

girls

became

subsidised by the state.

which group of workers he or she belongs to. As
the division of labour increased, the working

The Su nday draw ing schoo I and the Swed ish

class was differentiated, both horizontally and

Sloyd Association

vertically. Probably, the demands for qualifica-

Other, more or less public, persons and insti-

tion of workers in higher positions were higher

tutions also acted on the sloyd arena. Nils

than for those only executing routine tasks. IS) To

Mandelgren was one of many persons trying to

what extent, then, was sloyd regarded as a

find new solutions to the qualification of man-

means of qualification of industrial workers?

ual workers. Among other things, he taught
perspective drawing at the Royal Academy of

The 19 th century elementary school

Arts, but in 1844 he also established a school to

Sloyd instruction for poor or orphan children

teach journeymen and apprentices the drawing
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required of professional Carpenters,

school, and in 1860 the school was taken over by

Furniture Makers and Black Smiths" .19) This

the state. In 1866 the name \vas changed to the

skills,

Ii

indicates that the "on-floor-training" typical

Sloyd School of Stockholm, and in 1879 it was

for the guild system was not any longer re-

labelled the Technical School of Stockholn~. The

garded as sufficient: also handicraft work must

changing names partly reflected changing goals

be based on theoretical knowledge and drawing

of the school. The school was divided into four

skills. Furthermore, according to a comment

different study programmes; two programmes

made in a newspaper, the school would transmit

were a succession of the original Sunday draw-

to craftsmen knowledge of the fine Arts in order

ing school as they provided a further training of

to promote the development of their sense of

craftsmen in evenings or, for carpenters, in

beauty.20) The lessons took place on Sunday

wintertime, i.e. the low season of constructing

evenings, and many apprentices gathered to

industry. Another programme for art and in-

learn linear and free hand drawing, the theory

dustry pursued and brought the aesthetical

of perspective and perspective drawing, rules for

tradition of the Sunday drawing school to a

the application of shadows in drawings, how to

higher level. Gradually the entrance require-

copy drawings and models, make models for

ments to all programmes were sharpened,23) and

ornaments and the like. A few masters of vari-

finally the school was transformed into a higher

ous crafts also attended the lessons.

institute of Arts. Later, in 1945, it was labelled

The drawing school soon ran into severe
economical troubles, and in order to secure the

the

College of Arts,
(I{onstjacksko Zan).

Crafts

and

Design

existence of the school, the Swedish Sloyd Asso-

In this process, the original aIm to develop

ciation (Svenska Slojdjoreningen) was estab-

technical skills of craftsmen was abandoned.

lished in 1845. Its members were culturally and

One reason for this might have been that, as the

/ or economically prominent persons in Stock-

division of labour increased, the creation of

holm, who feared that the abolishment of the

patterns and designs of handicraft products was

guild system would result in moral degenera-

in many cases separated from the manufactur-

tion and disastrous decline of Swedish workers'

ing. As for now, many Swedish designers work

handicraft skills. Presumably, the import of

in close contact with skilled craftsmen.

foreign goods of bad quality would also increase. Thus,

"Swedish sloyd for

Swedish

independency" was one of the first slogans of the

The Swedish Sloyd Association and sloyd

i nst ruct ion

Swedish Sloyd Association. 21) The overall aim of

When the state took over the responsibility for

the association was to encourage diligent and

the Sunday drawing school, the Swedish Sloyd

artistic handicraft work as well as home sloyd.

Association was reorganised into three different

Morality, com prehension and artistic skills"

divisions, one of which worked to promote home

among craftsmen should also be promoted, and

sloyd. In 1879 the secretary of the Association, J.

to this end the association took charge of the

O. Andersson, gave a lecture on the topic

U

II

To

Sunday drawing school. A man called BaIzaI'

what extent can the Swedish Sloyd Association

Cronstrand was appointed head of the school,

contribute to the development of sloyd instruc-

and like Mandelgren he was much concerned

tion and home sloyd? "24) At that time, as men-

about the aesthetical aspects of handicraft,

tioned above, sloyd was already part of the

which to a large extent \vas reflected in the

curriculum

curriculum of the school. 22)

Andersson addressed the goal of elementary

of

elementary

school,

and

Obviously, the school met the need of many

school sloyd. In this section, we will use his

people, as the number of students rapidly in-

lecture as an exam pIe of the significance occa-

creased. In 1859 the state began to subsidise the

sionally allocated to sloyd. It is also likely that
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Andersson's opinions were representative of the

Swedish Sloyd Association are the most quali-

association as a whole.

fied persons for such a task. As the Association

Andersson's starting point is that the support

is located in Stockholm, it has also an easy

of home sloyd and sloyd instruction has become

access to the national collections of handicraft

one of the most urgent issues at present time

illustrating the "national creativity"

and important for the well being of the whole
nation. 25 ) First, and foremost, he stresses the

must form the basis of sloyd. This indicates that
elementary sloyd instruction has not yet become

aesthetical aspects of home sloyd. In his view the

the exclusive responsibility of professional

Swedish people have lost sense for beauty and

pedagogues like elementary school teachers.

truth, and instead they prefer false imitations
The

It is also notable that Andersson, the early
secretary of the Swedish Sloyd Association,

and

superficially

showy

ornaments.

which

"autonomous, plain and honourable mentality

focuses the aesthetical aspects of elementary

that, fortunately, still remains deep in the na-

sloyd, as such aspects later on were to be the

tion's heart" must be revived, and a return to

most prominent features of the Association.

traditional patterns and models of home sloyd
is necessary in order to restore the declining

1976 its name was changed to the Association of

national sense of beauty. Therefore the development of sloyd and sloyd instruction must be
based on deep knowledge of "the living conditions and the mental spirit of the nation" .
Clearly, ideas of a specific Swedish mentality
and culture are at the heart of Andersson's
arguments. Such arguments are part of a
broader discourse about the construction of the
Swedish nation. 26 ) Thus, from Andersson's point
of view, home sloyd and sloyd instruction will
contribute to the building of the Swedish nation
by preserving and further developing specific
characteristics of the Swedish people.

Today the Association is still at work, but in

Swedish Design. In the spirit of pioneers like
Mandelgren and Andersson the goal is still to
promote the Swedish people's sense of beauty
and the production of tasteful articles for everyday use. However, in the ongoing process of
division of labour, the Swedish people as a
whole are not any longer expected to acquire the
skills required for the making of such articles.
Instead such skills are the characteristics of
experts, like designers and craftsmen.

Sloyd instruction - a responsibility
of the home or the state?
Mandelgren, Andersson and other members

In his lecture, Andersson also outlines the
contours of sloyd pedagogy. The goal of sloyd

of the Swedish Sloyd Association tried to find

education shall be to develop manual skills as

private solutions to restore handicraft skills and

quickly and steadily as possible. Accuracy is the

promote aesthetical sense of ordinary people.

key word; the pupil must learn to work care-

However, those who worked to introduce sloyd

fully, not mechanically but constantly reflecting

into elementary school sloyd, acted on the state

on what he is doing. Model series must be used

arena.

in order to teach the pupils the functions of

Formal schooling can, as mentioned above, be

various tools and materials. The models shall

regarded as a substi.tute for the education, ear-

illustrate single operations which are per-

lier provided by parents and adult members of

formed in a gradually increasing order of difficulty.27)

the household. As such, it represented a funda-

It is worth notice that Andersson speaks as a

children which, to begin with, was much de-

mentally new principle for the upbringing of

kind of pedagogical expert. Furthermore, he

bated and controversial. Thus, the problem

argues that the Swedish Sloyd Association shall

facing the early elementary school was to a

play a key role in the development of sloyd

large extent a matter of legitimacy. Many par-

instruction, because certain members of the

ents questioned the right of the state and the
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deficit. 30)

regard, elementary school sloyd was at many
quarters regarded as a further infringement of

The battle was partly won by the advocates of

parental rights. Therefore, the battle over sloyd

school sloyd in 1877, vvhen the Parliament de-

instruction in elementary school partly also

cided to subsidy school sloyd for boys, and

concerned whose right and duty it should be to

finally in 1896 when also girls' sloyd became

bring the children up.

subsidised. After that voices claiming the right
and responsibility of the parents to teach their

The parliament debate

children sloyd died a 'v ay. However, as sloyd

In the parliament debate about sloyd, the

was an optional subject, the parents could, at

surge of this battle swept forth and back. It is

least in principle, decide a bout this aspect of

significant that the first proponents of elemen-

their children's education.

tary school sloyd did not regard sloyd instruction as appropriate for all the children: only

The debate at the national meetings of elementary

orphans or children of poor parents should be

school teachers

taught sloyd. Poor parents were for some im-

In many respects, elementary school teachers

plicit reasons regarded as bad, ignorant and

were expected to take over the parents' responsi-

morally insufficient and unable to up bring their

bility for the upbringing of the children. There-

children to good citizens. 28) In such cases, it was

fore it could be expected that they adhered to the

claimed, the state must replace the parents.

idea that sloyd instruction should be part of the

However, according to some members of the

elementary school curriculum. This issue was

Parliament, parents were in fact able to provide

discussed at some of the recurrent national

the necessary instruction at home:

meetings of elementary school teachers. For

U

every plain

woman can, to her best ability, teach her daugh-

example, in 1849 the meeting discussed whether

ter how to sew linen, knit stockings and the like,

sloyd schools should be a necessary appendix to

and for this purpose there is definitively no need
for any other teachers. 1129) Other speakers de-

elementary schools. However, the word" appen-

fended the parental right on principal grounds:

subject to be taught within elementary school.

the home was the natural institution for the

But in 1878 the participants of the teacher meet-

upbringing of children, but elementary school-

ing agreed that sloyd instruction in elementary

ing had undermined its status and elementary

school was most desirable; in other ,vords:

school sloyd would make things worse. Instead

sloyd was now regarded as an elementary

the children must be brought back to the par-

school subject. At that time it had also officially

dix" indicates that sloyd was not regarded as a

become part of the elementary school curricu-

ents.
Other speakers were also negative towards

lum.
At the teacher meetings only a few speakers

increasing state intervention into family life, but

defended the parents' right to teach sloyd. Ac-

they draw the opposite conclusion:

cording to one of them, it was not wise to intro-

Those days have passed when the child learnt
how to read, sitting on its mother's knee. Therefore the bonds between the parents and the child
have weakened, and instruction in home sloyd,
which was earlier provided at home, has to a
large degree disappeared. ... One good thing
must be to introduce some kind of sloyd into
elementary school in order to remedy such

duce sloyd into elementary school because "at
many quarters people feel a dislike to school,
and they would do so still more if the costs for
elementary school increases because of sloyd
schools. ll3l) However, it was also argued that
sloyd could contribute to the legitimacy of
elementary school, because common people
really appreciated sloyd:
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Sloyd is a subject which people understand
and which fruits they appreciate. For com.m.on

moral and pedagogical arguments could also be
used against school sloyd.

people it is not aLLuays easy to evaluate acadenlic progresses.

Therefore every

sub} ect,

The debate in the Pari iament

which result they can control will work as a

As the main arguments changed by course of

neLU bond of love between the school and the
people. 32)

time, we will treat different periods separately.
1840-1875

On the \vhole, in the views of the participants

During the period 1840-1875, only a few speak34

of teacher meetings the legitimacy of school

ers addressed the issue of school sloyd

sloyd was not especially problematic. This is

most of them applied economical aspects on

quite logical as their professional identity and

school sloyd, as they regarded sloyd as preven-

their bread winning depended on school as a

tive poor relief. Thus, sloyd should be a voca-

substitute for the home. In their view, education

tional training for children of poor parents.
Thereby these children could acquire the working skills and competence which society later on

was the responsibility of professional teachers
instead of laymen like parents.

Elementary school sloyd - for what
good?

1

)

and

would demand of them. Moral aspects were also
put forward as the children would be accustomed to industriousness, discipline and order.

According to people in powerful positions of

Occasionally pedagogical aspect was applied:

the state bureaucracy like Erik Sparre and

the children s need for physical activities would

private persons like Otto Salomon sloyd should

be satisfied during sloyd lessons. One speaker

be part of the elementary school curriculum.

regarded sloyd as a healthy correction to the

1

However, other persons were sceptical about

theoretical education provided by elementary

this idea. In this section we will analyse the

school.

arguments for or against sloyd as a school
subject in the Parliamentary debate during the

1876-1887

period 1840 ~ ca 1900. 33) We will also examine the

In the period 1876-1887, 105 speakers expressed

debate at the national meetings of elementary

their views on school sloyd. Explicit or implicit,

school teachers. Three different kinds of argu-

it was mainly boys' sloyd that was discussed, as

ments have been distinguished:

state subsidies for this purpose were at stake.

(1)

(2)

Economical

arguments:

of

In this period, pedagogical aspects on sloyd

opportunities for persons to earn money,

were most frequent. According to some Parlia-

preventive poor relief, making and repair-

mentary members of the earlier period, sloyd

ing of utensils for the home etc. Sloyd as

could replace other less useful subj ects, like

vocational training belongs to this cate-

History and Geography. However, no one made

gory of arguments.

such proposals any longer; instead sloyd advo-

Moral arguments: development of various

cates argued that it would be possible to com-

moral characteristics.

(3)

prOVISIon

Aesthetical as-

bine sloyd with other subjects of elementary

pects on sloyd have been brought to this

school. Sloyd would, for example

category.

instruction in other subjects in a positive way.

Pedagogical arguments: counterbalance

One speaker referred to an American expert,

1

affect the

to one-sided academic education, a means

according to whom nobody could endure more

of developing the senses and the motor

than four hours demanding intellectual work

activity.

per day. Sloyd would thus be a healthy ex-

It should also be pointed out that economical,

change, making the children better fit for
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theoretical studies. However, other speakers

economical value was restricted to the private

were sceptical to such statelnents: Instead, sloyd

economy of the family:

would make the children still more exhausted.

Everyone, Luho has got any insight £nto the

They would benefit more from outdoor play and
activities than from sloyd.

conditions of the working classes, has a bserved

Other pedagogical arguments for sloyd were

that poverty is huge in many quarters, only

not explicitly questioned. Sloyd was a means of

because the wife does not know how to make the

fostering all round personalities, because both

bread last. Usually, low salaries are regarded
as the cause of such poverty. Certainly, gradu-

hand and mind would be developed. Sloyd was
also a popular subject, which would make it
easier for pupils to endure boring theoretical

ally raising salaries are desirable, but 1 believe
that there is another way of making money last,

Moral aspects were also prominent. Some

namely the way of thrift. However, I'm. neither
referring to greediness, nor to thrift as priva-

speakers argued that, due to the stress laid on

tion, but to thrift manifesting itself in the ability

theoretical knowledge in elementary schools,

to econom.ize, not letting the ho le in the coat or
the stocking become to big but mending them in

lessons.

the

status

of manual

work

had

declined

disquietly, but sloyd would contribute to the

time.

restoration of the respect for manual work.
Furthermore, children would be busy with

However, some speakers were sceptical about

useful sloyd work instead of just spending lei-

the economical value of girls' sloyd. Some of

sure time on mischieves and pranks.

them feared that sloyd would make the family

Economical arguments were not very fre-

economy even worse, because of its orientation

quent. Only a few speakers followed the line of

towards luxury. In some places the female

argument, dominating in the earlier period,

elementary school teachers teaching sloyd had

regarding sloyd as preventive poor relief. A few

introduced "showy decorations", which where

others regarded sloyd as a means for correcting

preferred by the girls instead of their mothers'

the balance between the export and the import of

plain handicraft, necessary for daily life. Ac-

the nation: Anyone walking on the street of

cording to other speakers, this was not a true

Stockholm could not

the

description of reality: Girls' sloyd did promote

amount of imported goods in shop windows.

avoid

observing

such necessities. And anyway, if the state was

Such products could easily be made by the

going to subsidised girls' sloyd, it would also be

Swedes themselves if only they had been taught

possible to control what kind of sloyd was

sloyd. In that respect, however, other speakers

taught to the girls.

doubted the economical value of sloyd, claiming

These economical arguments for and against

that home sloyd could not any longer compete

girls' sloyd had many moral undertones. Sloyd

with big factories.

would turn girls away from simple manual
works, make women unfit for household '\lork,

1888-1892

and one speaker asked: "Gentlemen, do you

During the period 1888-1892 state subsidies for

believe that sloyd will make the woman become

girls' sloyd were on the agenda, and once again

what she is meant to be: the assistant of man?"

economical arguments for sloyd became most

Other members of the Parliament, ho\vever,

frequent.

the economical

regarded sloyd as a means of accustoming the

value of boys' sloyd had been associated with

girls with hard manual work. Sloyd would also

working life and thus with vocational training.

promote other moral virtues like cleanliness,

It had also been connected to the economy of the

order and tidiness.

nation.

Earlier,

As

however,

for girls'

sloyd,

however,

the
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Pedagogical aspects were remarkably few.
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Unlike the case of boys' sloyd, there \vas not

Such arguments \vere attempts to eliminate

much talk about girls' sloyd as a healthy coun-

conflicts between pragmatic and pedagogical

terbalance against one-sided theoretical studies

aspects on sloyd. The solution was to regard

or its positive effects on other subjects. In 1896

sloyd as an indirect training for work, because

one member of the Parliament concluded that

general skills and characteristics were devel-

girls' sloyd aimed at teaching girls sewing and

oped. We conclude with quoting the resolution of

mending, which was quite different from the

the teacher meeting of 1913, where moral, peda-

aims of the boys' pedagogical sloyd.

gogical and economical aspects on sloyd were
brought into a harmonious unit:

The debate at national teacher meetings
How did elementary school teachers regard

In elementary school both girls' and boys'

sloyd? From the reports of the natio.nal meet-

sloyd contribute to the development of the abil-

ings of elementary school teachers some conclu-

ity of secure and quick observation, precision in

sions can be drawn.

work, general manual skills, economy on material, carefulness with utensils, sense for the
neatness of the working product, persistence

In the 19 th century elementary schooling was
quite a new enterprise, and it was still an open
question what its aims should be. According to
some teachers elementary school should promote spiritual needs of the people, and sloyd
was questioned because of its association with
practical and economical interests. However,

with work in order to attain a certain goal, and
interest for manual work. Therefore sloyd is a
good basis for vocational training.3Q)

Concluding remarks

most speakers at national teacher meetings

Obviously, many persons

regarded sloyd

applied various pedagogical aspects on sloyd:

instruction as a means of preserving old home

sloyd was necessary for the development of both

sloyd and crafts traditions. Sloyd also was

brain and hand, and it was a healthy exchange

regarded a kind of antidote against a whole lot

to theoretical studies.

of social diseases of the late 19 th century and a

According to the teachers themselves, they and

means of establishing a new social order. We

not craftsmen were most suitable to teach sloyd.

know,

Thus, sloyd should not be part of the vocational

modelled in accordance with Otto Salmon's

however,

that

pedagogical

sloyd,

training of the pupils; for obvious reason ele-

ideas, soon became almost synonymous with

mentary school teachers could not be competent

boys' sloyd in elementary schools.

to teach various handicrafts. Instead pedagogical

aspects

were

emphasised,

and

We believe that this devlopment fits well into

Otto

the overall construction of a coherent public

Salomon's pedagogical sloyd became the key

school system in Sweden. Out of the mess of

word. The practical use of pedagogical sloyd

different schools with different goals, character-

was not direct, but indirect:

istic of the early 19 th century, an ordered system
emerged. In this systematisation process the

... the goal of sloyd instruction is not to be

relations between different school forms were

found in its practical use, but its only aim is the
harm,onic development of the bodies and souls of

based on the competences provided by different

the young generation. Such are the aims of the

schools. Another important distinction was

pedagogical sloyd, and therefore it is also fruit-

made between schools for vocational training

defined: school hierarchies were constructed,

fulfor life, i. e. practical in a more narrow sense

and schools that should provide only general

of the word, because it will provide a solid basis
for later vocational and professional training. 35)

education; the latter was what became the object
of elementary schooling. As a consequence the
goal of elementary school sloyd must not be
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vocational but general. Otto Salomon's concept
of pedagogical sloyd fitted perfectly well into
this historical context.
The history of Mandelgren, the Stockholm
sloyd school, etc. is also typical for another
process: that many private initiatives in the
educational field were replaced by public institutions governed by the state. In the 1870s it was
only natural that the Swedish Sloyd Association
should take on the main responsiblity for sloyd
instruction of the whole nation. Today, such
thoughts would be inconceivable. However, in
the 19th century everything, and also institutions
responsible for sloyd instruction, was still in the
making.
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The introduction of sloyd into Swedish elementary schools

Etsuo YOKOYAMA * & UIla Johansson**
In Curriculum History the introduction of new school subjects is an especially interesting object
of study, as one can expect that social, political and economic factors interplay with the
endeavours of human agents to broaden the curriculum. In this paper, we will use the Swedish sloyd
to illustrate how this process works. The following question will be put: What economical, social,
political, and ideological conditions promoted the idea that sloyd should be taught in elementary
school?
Our findings show that sloyd was regarded both as a means of preserving old traditions, like the
home sloyd tradition, and as an important element for building a new society, e.g. to create
industrious manual workers. The concept of the pedagogical sloyd, however, must be understood as
a consequence of the contemporary Swedish school policy, the aim of which is to distinguish
between different types of schools including those that have manual training. Pedagogical sloyd
became the keyword for elementary school in contrast to, for example, Tekniska skolan i
Stochholm.
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